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Abstract
The EN method proposed by Eirola and Nevanlinna is extended to a block version for
solving nonsymmetric linear systems with multiple right-hand sides. Some basic properties
of the block-EN method are shown. We use the deflation technique in the block-EN method
to delete linearly dependent vectors in the underlying block sequences and drop the corres-
ponding linear systems or converged linear systems. However, our BEN method with deflation
procedure still keeps the blockwise computation, instead of vectorwise generation of the basis
vectors for the underlying block subspace. Numerical experiments show that the algorithm is
efficient and robust. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There are important applications that require the solution of system of linear
equations with multiple right-hand sides
AX D B; (1.1)
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where A is a large nonsymmetric matrix of order n, and X D Tx1; : : : ; xpU and
B D Tb1; : : : ; bpU are rectangular matrices of dimension n p with moderate block
size p. n/. For example, block system (1.1) arises in areas such as chemistry,
electromagnetics, structures and control; see references in [16]. When A is a large
sparse matrix, block iterative methods, such as the block Krylov subspace method,
are natural candidates for solving (1.1) (see, e.g., [2,3,6,7,10,14,17]).
In the block approach, one extends an iterative method for single systems to
multiple systems (1.1), by devising a block variant that is applied to the block for-
mulation of multiple linear systems (1.1). Besides keeping the basic properties of
the iterative method [11], e.g., finite termination, a key issue in the design of block
iterative methods is the need for deflation. Once there appear some linearly depend-
ent vectors in the underlying block sequences, in general, the block method (e.g., the
block CG method) will break down. So an efficient and robust block method should
be able to detect and then deflate the corresponding systems or converged systems.
Each such deflation reduces the block size, and thus the block method needs to be
able to handle varying block sizes. Another important issue is that the solutions of the
dropped systems can be recovered from the solutions of the remaining linear systems.
The EN method proposed by Eirola and Nevanlinna [4] is an interesting iterative
method for solving nonsymmetric linear systems with single right-hand sides. It can
be more efficient than GMRES in some cases, but may not be the case in general,
which has been studied by Vuik and van der Vorst [18]. In fact, GMRES can be
viewed as a particular example of the EN method (see [13,18]). In addition, a new
implementation of the EN method with significant savings both in the amount of
work and memory requirement has been proposed by Gao et al. [5] and numerical
experiment indicates that this new version is competitive with GMRES. The EN
method is worth further study.
In this paper, we describe a block version of the EN method for solving (1.1) and
show some basic algebraic properties of the block EN method (referred to as BEN
hereafter), e.g., finite termination in at most n=p steps. A deflation procedure (see,
e.g., [3,9]) is employed in the BEN method to detect and delete linearly dependent
vectors in the underlying block seqences. The BEN method with the deflation pro-
cedure can identify and drop linear systems whose solutions can be recovered from
the solutions of the remaining linear systems. In particular, the deflation procedure
in BEN can detect and delete several linearly dependent vectors at one iterative step.
Also, it can drop several converged linear systems at one iterative step. The BEN
method with the deflation procedure still keeps a blockwise computation, instead
of vectorwise generation of the basis vectors for the underlying block subspace. A
slight disadvantage of the vectorwise computation is that it gives up some potential
parallelism (see [13]). Numerical experiments show that the BEN method is efficient
and robust.
Our BEN method is based on the version of the EN method in [4]. It is a further
subject whether block version based on the new implementation of the EN method
in [5] can be incorporated with the deflation procedure.
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In Section 2, we describe a basic block version of the EN method and discuss
some algebraic properties of the BEN method. In Section 3, the actual implementa-
tion of the method with the deflation procedure is obtained. Meanwhile, some main
theoretical results in Section 2 are extended to cover the BEN method with deflation.
Numerical experiments are given in Section 4.
2. The algorithm and its basic properties
In this section, we extend the EN method to the block version for solving (1.1).
Then we discuss some algebraic properties of the BEN method. Our basic idea of
analysis is originated from [4].
Following the same way to construct the EN method as in [18], we take a splitting
of the matrix A in each iteration step,
A D H−1k −Nk;
which leads to an iteration procedure
Xk D Xk−1 CHkRk−1;
where Rk−1 D B − AXk−1 is an n p residual matrix. The key idea is to improve
Hk as an approximation to A−1 from step to step by rank-p updates
Hk D Hk−1 C Uk−1V Tk−1:
It remains to choose n p matrices Uk−1 and Vk−1. For the kth step this leads to
RkDRk−1 − A.Hk−1 C Uk−1V Tk−1/Rk−1
D.I − AHk−1/Rk−1 − AUk−1k−1
with k−1 D V Tk−1Rk−1 2 Rpp. The ideal choice for Uk−1 would have been such
that
Uk−1k−1 D A−1.I − AHk−1/Rk−1:
However, our best knowledge of A−1 is Hk, and hence a natural choice is
Uk−1 D Hk−1.I − AHk−1/Rk−1:
For this Uk−1, the choice for Vk−1 now follows by minimizing kRkkF as a function
of k−1,
k−1 D T.AUk−1/T.AUk−1/U−1.AUk−1/T.I − AHk−1/Rk−1;
so that
Vk−1 D .I − AHk−1/T.AUk−1/T.AUk−1/T.AUk−1/U−1
is an obvious choice. Here, a natural condition is that the n p matrix Uk−1 must be
of full rank, which is assumed throughout our theoretical analysis. For notational
accordance with Algorithm 3.1 in the next section, Uk is replaced by QUk in the
following algorithm.
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The basic block EN algorithm then reads:
1. Given X0 2 Rnp;H0 2 Rnn, compute R0 D B − AX0 and set k VD 0.
2. Set Ek D I − AHkI QUk D HkEkRkI QCk D A QUkIVk D ETk QCk. QCTk QCk/−1:
3. Set HkC1 D Hk C QUkV Tk IXkC1 D Xk CHkC1RkIRkC1 D B − AXkC1.
4. Stop if kRkC1k  max16i6p kr.kC1/i k2 6 ; otherwise k VD k C 1 and return to
Step 2.
This form of the algorithm is suitable for understanding and analysis. The actual
implementations to save computational work and storage will be discussed in the
next section.
The following equalities, which can be obtained from the algorithm, will be used
in our analysis.
EkC1 D .I − CkCTk /Ek; (2.1)
RkC1 D EkC1Rk; (2.2)
where Ck is an orthogonal factor of the QR decomposition of QCk V QCk D Ckk , and
k is a nonsingular upper triangular matrix. For convenience, let n be divided by p
with no remainder.
Theorem 2.1. Assume Hk does not become singular and EkRk has full rank of
columns. Then:
1. EkC1 D .I − Pk/E0; where Pk DPkiD0 CiCTi is the orthogonal projection onto
the space spanfC0; C1; : : : ; Ckg.
2. rank.EkC1/ D rank.Ek/− p.
3. kEkkF decreases.
4. RkC1 ? spanfC0; C1; : : : ; Ckg and the method gives the exact solution of (1.1) in
at most n=p steps. Moreover, HkC1 D A−1 for k < n=p.
5. One has
RkC1 D EkC1EkRk: (2.3)
Proof. First, we note that QCk D A QUk has full rank of columns by the assumption of
this theorem.
(1) We use induction. For k D 0, (1) holds trivially with P0 D C0CT0 . Obviously,
P0 D P T0 D P 20 ; so P0 is the orthogonal projection onto spanfC0g. We assume that
Ek D .I − Pk−1/E0 holds, where Pk−1 DPk−1iD0 CiCTi is the orthogonal projection
onto the space spanfC0; C1; : : : ; Ck−1g and CTi Cj D 0.i =D j/. We will prove the
conclusion of (1) for k . Since
QCk D A QUk D AHkEkRk D EkAHkRk D .I − Pk−1/E0AHkRk
and Ck D QCk−1k , we note that Ck 2 R.I − Pk−1/; i:e:;Pk−1Ck D 0. Then
EkC1D.I − CkCTk /Ek D .I − CkCTk /.I − Pk−1/E0
D.I − Pk−1 − CkCTk /E0 D .I − Pk/E0;
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wherePk D Pk−1 C CkCTk D
Pk
iD1 CiCTi . FromPk−1Ck D 0 andCTi Cj D 0 for i =D
j 6 k − 1, we can deduce that CTi Ck D 0 for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1. So Pk D
Pk
iD1 Ci
CTi is an orthogonal projection onto spanfC0; C1; : : : ; Ckg.
(2) Since
EkC1 D .I − CkCTk /Ek D Ek − CkCTk Ek (2.4)
and
Ck D EkAHkRk−1k ; (2.5)
i.e., Ck 2 R.Ek/, where R.A/ denotes the range of matrix A, there exists an n p
matrix X with full rank of columns, such that Ck D EkX. Hence
EkC1X D .I − CkCTk /EkX D 0:
But since X =2 N.Ek/ and N.Ek/  N.EkC1/, where N.A/ denotes the null space
of matrix A , we have that
rank.EkC1/ 6 rank.Ek/− p:
On the other hand, by (2.4), we have
rank.EkC1/ > rank.Ek/C rank.I − CkCTk /− n D rank.Ek/− p:
(3)
ETkC1EkC1DETk .I − CkCTk /.I − CkCTk /Ek D ETk .I − CkCTk /Ek
DETk Ek − ETk CkCTk Ek:
Taking the trace gives
kEkC1k2F D kEkk2F − kCTk Ekk2F
and the last term kCTk Ekk2F > 0 unless CTk Ek D 0; i:e:;Ck 2 N.ETk / D R?.Ek/.
However, since Ck 2 R.Ek/; Ck D 0, which contradicts the fact thatCk has full rank
of columns.
(4) From (2.2) and conclusion (1), CTi RkC1 D CTi EkC1Rk D CTi .I − Pk/E0Rk
D 0 for i D 0; : : : ; k. Thus, if k D n=p − 1; RkC1 D 0 must hold, i:e:;XkC1 D A−1B
is the exact solution. Moreover, from conclusion (2), we have that EkC1 D I −
AHkC1 D 0; i:e:;HkC1 D A−1 for k < n=p.
(5) Since QCk D AHkEkRk D .I − Ek/EkRk; .I − CkCTk /.Ek − E2k /Rk D .I −
CkC
T
k /Ckk D 0 and (2.1) and (2.2), we have
RkC1 D EkC1RkD.I − CkCTk /EkRk D .I − CkCTk /.Ek − Ek C E2k /Rk
D.I − CkCTk /EkEkRk D EkC1EkRk: 
Corollary 2.2. Assume X0 andH0 D A−1 CN with rank.N/ D q are such thatHk
stays nonsingular. Then the algorithm solves the problem (1.1) in k0 6 q=p steps.
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Proof. Use the fact thatE0 D I − AH0 D −AN; i:e:;rank.E0/ D rank.N/ D q and
conclusions (2) and (5) of Theorem 2.1. 
Obviously, how to choose H0 is very important. In fact, we will see in Theorems
2.6 and 2.7 thatH0 plays a preconditioning matrix role in a Krylov subspace method.
The following theorem is related to the singularity aboutHk .
Theorem 2.3 [4]. Assume AH0 C .AH0/T is positive definite. Then Hk does not
become singular, and we have the following uniform bounds:
kAHkk2 6 .1C kAH0k22 − 2/1=2
and
k.AHk/−1k2 6 −1;
where
2  infkxk2D1
.x;AH0x/2
kxk22 C kAH0xk22
:
Theorem 2.4. Assume Hk is nonsingular. Then HkC1 is singular if and only if
CTk EkRk is singular.
Proof. As EkC1 D I − AHkC1, singularHkC1 is equivalent to that EkC1 has eigen-
value 1. Further,
EkC1 D () .I − CkCTk /Ek D 
and because of Ck D .Ek − E2k /Rk−1k , the right formula above is equivalent to
Ek − .Ek − E2k /Rk−1k RTk .Ek − E2k /TEk D 
i.e.,
Ek. C EkRkγ / D  C EkRkγ;
where k D Tk k and γ D −1k RTk .Ek − E2k /TEk. By the assumption that Ek does
not have eigenvalue 1 , this is equivalent to  D −EkRkγ D −EkRk−1k RTk .Ek −
E2k /
TEk. Since  =D 0; I C EkRk−1k RTk .Ek − E2k /TEk must be singular, which,
according to Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula [12], is equivalent to
I C −1k RTk .Ek − E2k /TEk.EkRk/ D I C −1k QCTk E2kRk
being singular. Note that k D QCTk QCk , so k C QCTk E2kRk D QCTk . QCk C E2kRk/ DQCTk EkRk D Tk CTk EkRk is singular. 
Corollary 2.5. Assume Hk is nonsingular. Then HkC1 is singular if and only if
CTk E0Rk is singular.
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Proof. As Ek D .I − Pk−1/E0 and CTk Pk−1 D 0; CTk EkRk D CTk E0Rk . 
Similar to the invariance of the EN method (see Proposition 2.2 in [4]), the BEN
method is also invariant under unitary transformation of coordinates. The detailed
proof, which can be obtained in the same way as in [4], is omitted.
Theorem 2.6. The BEN method is invariant under unitary transformation of co-
ordinates.
The following theorem shows that the space spanned by Ck generated by the BEN
method is contained in a Krylov subspace.
Theorem 2.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.1,
Rk D R0 C
2kX
iD1
.AH0/
iR0ki (2.6)
and
spanfC0; : : : ; Ckg  spanf.AH0/R0; : : : ; .AH0/2kC2R0g;
where ki 2 Rpp:
Proof. Since spanf QC0; : : : ; QCkg D spanfC0; : : : ; Ckg, we prove the theorem by an
induction argument in k for spanf QC0; : : : ; QCkg. For k D 0, we have
QC0 D A QU0 D AH0E0R0 D AH0.I − AH0/R0
so that QC0 2 spanf.AH0/R0; .AH0/2R0g, which implies that the theorem is true
for k D 0. For general k, we assume that Rk D R0 CP2kiD1.AH0/iR0ki and span
f QC0; : : : ; QCkg  spanf.AH0/R0; : : : ; .AH0/2kC2R0g. Thus, from (2.1) and (2.2),
RkC1 D EkC1Rk D .I − Pk/.I − AH0/Rk D .I − AH0/Rk − PkE0Rk:
Since Pk is the orthogonal projection onto spanf QC0; : : : ; QCkg and the assumption for
general k , we have
RkC1D.I − AH0/
 
R0 C
2kX
iD1
.AH0/
iR0ki
!
C
2kC2X
iD1
.AH0/
iR0 Nki
DR0 C
2kC2X
iD1
.AH0/
iR0kC1i : (2.7)
Furthermore, we have
QCkC1D.I − EkC1/EkC1RkC1 D .I − .I − Pk/.I − AH0//EkC1RkC1
D.AH0 C PkE0/EkC1RkC1
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DPkE0EkC1RkC1 C AH0.I − Pk/.I − AH0/RkC1
DPkE0EkC1RkC1 − AH0PkE0RkC1 C AH0.I − AH0/RkC1:
Since Pk is the orthogonal projection onto spanf QC0; : : : ; QCkg  spanf.AH0/R0; : : : ;
.AH0/2kC2R0g and from (2.7), we deduce that QCkC1 2 spanf.AH0/R0; : : : ;
.AH0/2.kC1/C2R0g, which completes the proof. 
From (2.6), we have Xk D X0 CP2kiD1H0.AH0/i−1R0ki , or Yk D Y0 −P2kiD1
.AH0/i−1R0ki , which means Yk 2 Y0 C spanfR0; .AH0/R0; : : : ; .AH0/2k−1R0g,
whereXk D H0Yk . So,H0 plays a preconditioning matrix role in the postconditioned
linear system AH0Y D B and X D H0Y .
In [18], it is proved that when choosing uk D Hkrk instead of uk D HkEkrk , the
EN method leads to an algorithm algebraically equivalent to GMRES applied to
the postconditioned linear system AH0y D b. Similarly, we can prove that if choos-
ing QUk D HkRk instead of QUk D HkEkRk , the BEN method leads to an algorithm
algebraically equivalent to Block GMRES applied to the postconditioned linear sys-
tem with multiple right-hand sides AH0Y D B, where X D H0Y . Let Kk  span
f.AH0/R0; : : : ; .AH0/kR0g.
Theorem 2.8. Let QUk D HkRk in the BEN method; if Hk is not singular and Rk has
full rank of columns; thenV
1. EkC1 D .I − Pk/E0.
2. RkC1 D .I − Pk/R0.
3. spanfC0; : : : ; Ckg DKkC1;
where Pk DPkiD0 CiCTi is the orthogonal projection onto spanfC0; : : : ; Ckg.
Proof. Note first that equalities (2.1) and (2.2) are still valid for the choice QUk D
HkRk . By induction, for k D 0,
E1 D .I − C0CT0 /E0 D .I − P0/E0;
where P0 D C0CT0 . Since P T0 D P0 D P 20 ; P0 is the orthogonal projection onto spanfC0g. Further,
R1 D E1R0D.I − C0CT0 /.I − AH0/R0 D .I − C0CT0 /.R0 − C0/
D.I − C0CT0 /R0 D .I − P0/R0:
In addition,C0 D A QU0−10 D AH0R0−10 , so spanfC0g D spanfAH0R0g. The proof
is completed for k D 0. Now we assume that the theorem is true for k − 1; i:e:;Ek D
.I − Pk−1/E0 and Rk D .I − Pk−1/R0, where Pk−1 DPk−1iD0 CiCTi is the ortho-
gonal projection onto spanfC0; : : : ; Ck−1g DKk and CTi Cj D 0.i =D j 6 k − 1/,
which means that C0; : : : ; Ck−1 is an orthogonal basis of the Krylov subspace Kk .
Now we prove the theorem for k . Since
A QUk D AHkRk D AHkEkRk−1 D EkAHkRk−1 D .I − Pk−1/E0AHkRk−1;
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Ck D A QUk−1k 2 R.I − Pk−1/. Thus, Pk−1Ck D 0; i:e:;CTi Pk−1Ck D CTi CiCTi CkD 0, which leads to CTi Ck D 0 for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1. So we have
EkC1D.I − CkCTk /Ek D .I − CkCTk /.I − Pk−1/E0
D.I − CkCTk − Pk−1/E0 D .I − Pk/E0;
where Pk D Pk−1 C CkCTk D
Pk
iD0 CiCTi satisfies P Tk D Pk D P 2k , which indicates
Pk is the orthogonal projection onto spanfC0; : : : ; Ckg. Furthermore,
RkC1DEkC1Rk D .I − CkCTk /EkRk D .I − CkCTk /.Rk − AHkRk/
D.I − CkCTk /.Rk − QCk/ D .I − CkCTk /Rk
D.I − CkCTk /.I − Pk−1/R0 D .I − Pk/R0:
In addition, we have
QCkDA QUk D AHkRk D AHkEkRk−1 D EkAHkRk−1
D.I − Pk−1/.I − AH0/TA.Hk−1 C QUk−1V Tk−1/Rk−1/U
D.I − Pk−1/.I − AH0/.AHk−1Rk−1 C A QUk−1k−1/
D.I − Pk−1/.I − AH0/ QCk−1 Nk−1
D.I − AH0/ QCk−1 Nk−1 − Pk−1.I − AH0/ QCk−1 Nk−1;
where k−1 D V Tk−1Rk−1 and Nk−1 D I C k−1. Since QCk 2Kk and Pk−1 is the
orthogonal projection ontoKk, we derive that QCk 2KkC1; i:e:; Ck 2KkC1, which
leads to spanfC0; : : : ; Ckg KkC1. As Ck D AHkRk−1k has full rank of columns
andCTi Cj D 0, we conclude that spanfC0; : : : ; Ckg DKkC1. Thus, we complete the
proof of the theorem. 
3. On implementation of the algorithm
In order to save computational work and storage, we must turn the algorithm to a
practical form. Based on the implementation of the EN method in [4], we can obtain
a similar implementation of the BEN method.
Algorithm 3.1 The BEN method without deflation. GivenX0 2 Rnp and nonsingu-
lar matrix H0 2 Rnn, compute R0 D B − AX0.
For k D 0; 1; : : :
1. i D CTi .I − AH0/Rk for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1; .k/ D H0Rk C
Pk−1
iD0 UiiI .k/
D .I − AH0/Rk −Pk−1iD0 CiiI QXk D Xk C .k/.
2. i D −CTi AH0.k/ for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1; QUk D H0.k/ C
Pk−1
iD0 UiiI QCk D
AH0.k/ CPk−1iD0 CiiI do QR decomposition: QCk D Ckk (where Ck is an n p
orthogonal matrix and k is a p  p upper triangular matrix).
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3. Uk D QUk−1k I XkC1 D QXk C UkCTk  .k/IRkC1 D .k/ − CkCTk  .k/:
4. If kRkC1k 6 , stop.
From the definition of the BEN method, QCk must be of full rank of columns;
otherwise, matrix k will be singular, which will cause the algorithm breakdown.
So we must deal with the defective rank of QCk . With the idea of deflation procedure
(see, e.g., [3,9]), we first use the QR decomposition of QCk V QCk D Ckk , to detect the
linear dependence of its column vectors with a tolerance l , i.e., if∥∥∥∥∥∥ Qc.k/j −
j−1X
iD1
.c
.k/
i ; Qc.k/j /c.k/i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
< l; (3.1)
Qc.k/1 ; : : : ; Qc.k/j is regarded linearly dependent, then deflate Qc.k/j and go on to the next
j. From Algorithm 3.1, we have
QCk D AH0.k/ C
k−1X
iD0
Cii:
As fCigk−1iD1 are block orthogonal to each other with Ci being an orthogonal matrix
and nonsingular matrix AH0, we have the following property of the algorithm.
Proposition 3.1. rank. QCk/ D rank. .k//.
In fact, as .k/ D .I − AH0/Rk −Pk−1iD0 Cii;  .k/ is orthogonal to spanfC0; : : : ;
Ck−1g. Ck is the normalized component of AH0.k/ orthogonal to spanfC0; : : : ;
Ck−1g.
If QCk has one linearly dependent column, e.g., the j th column, there exists a
nonzero vector γ 2 Rp with .k/γ D 0 and γj =D 0. (Note that since the columns
of .k/ have the same linear dependence as the columns of QCk; .k/γ D 0 can be
easily solved.) Multiplying RkC1 from the right by γ gives
RkC1γ D . .k/ − CkCTk  .k//γ D 0:
We get Bγ D AXkC1γ; i:e:;
xγ D XkC1γ (3.2)
is a solution of Ax D Bγ . Note that xγ D XkC1γ D QXkγ can be obtained from the
algorithm. Once γ and xγ are obtained, it is necessary to delete the j th system (for
convenience, it is referred to as a linearly dependent system hereafter) in (1.1), i.e.,
delete the j th columns from QXk; .k/ and QUk to obtain the updated block sequences
with p − 1 columns each. Then, we set Np D p − 1, which is the current block size,
and go on to the next step of the iteration with Ci;Ui 2 Rnp.i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1/,
but Ck;Uk 2 Rn.p−1/.
The solution vector of the j th system that has been deleted can be recovered when
all solution vectors in the updated block iterate Xkmax have converged. Using (3.2),
we then set
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x
.kmax/
j D
1
γj
0@xγ − pX
iD1;i =Dj
x
.kmax/
i γi
1A (3.3)
and x.kmax/j is the solution of Ax D bj .
In addition, we should mention that if some column .k/i of 
.k/ is zero vector, then
from the algorithm, we have x.kC1/i D Qx.k/i and r.kC1/i D 0; i:e:; Qx.k/i is the solution
of Ax D bi , which means that this system has converged. Thus we delete the ith
system in (1.1), i.e., delete the ith columns from QXk and .k/ during the iterative
process. Then we set Np D p − 1 and go on to the next step of the iteration with
Ci;Ui 2 Rnp.i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1/. But next, QCk; QUk 2 Rn.p−1/ will be produced.
Similarly, if some column r.kC1/i of RkC1 is zero vector, x
.kC1/
i is the solution of
Ax D bi , i.e., this system has converged. We delete the ith system in (1.1), i.e., delete
the ith columns from RkC1 and XkC1, set Np D p − 1 and go on to the next step of
the iteration with Ci;Ui 2 Rnp.i D 0; 1; : : : ; k/.
If QCk has l1 linearly dependent columns, the algorithm can detect them and delete
them at one iterative step, and then by setting Np D p − l1, go on to the next step with
Ci;Ui 2 R.np.i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1/ butCk;Uk 2 Rn.p−l1/. Similarly, if l systems
have converged, the algorithm can drop them at one iterative step, and then go on to
the next step by setting Np D p − l. So our algorithm can handle several linearly
dependent columns in QCk and/or several converged systems at one iterative step. The
algorithm keeps blockwise computation, instead of vectorwise computation which
probably gives up some potential parallelism (see [13]).
We summarize the BEN method with deflation in the following algorithm. For
stability reasons we propose the following implementation based on the modified
Gram–Schmidt process.
Algorithm 3.2 The BEN method with deflation. Given X0 2 Rnp and nonsingular
matrix H0 2 Rnn, compute R0 D B − AX0.
For k D 0; 1; : : : ; Do
1. .0/ D H0RkI .0/ D .I − AH0/Rk;
for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1; do
8<:
i D CTi .Rk − A.0//I
.iC1/ D .i/ C UiiI
.iC1/ D .i/ C Cii:
QXk D Xk C .k/:
2. If there are l0 zero columns in .k/, we have obtained l0 solutions from QXk , then
delete the corresponding l0 columns in .k/ and QXk (i.e., drop the corresponding l0
converged linear systems); set p VD p − l0 (if p < 1, go to step 7).
3. U.0/ D H0.k/IC.0/ D AH0.k/;
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for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1; do
8><>:
i D −CTi C.i/I
U.iC1/ D U.i/ C UiiI
C.iC1/ D C.i/ C Cii:
4. (detect linear dependence in the columns of C.k/ by using QR decomposition)
C.k/ D Ckk ; If there are l1 linearly dependent columns in C.k/, an n .p − l1/
orthogonal matrix Ck and a .p − l1/ .p − l1/ nonsingular matrix k can be
obtained; seek the linearly independent solutions γ 2 Rpl1 from .k/γ D 0 and
compute Xγ D QXkγ . Then delete the corresponding l1 columns in .k/; QXk and
U.k/ (i.e., delete the corresponding l1 linearly dependent systems); set p VD p − l1
(if p < 1, go to step 7).
5. Uk D U.k/−1k I k D CTk  .k/IXkC1 D QXk C UkkIRkC1 D .k/ − Ckk:
6. If there are l2 zero columns in RkC1; l2 solutions have been obtained from XkC1
and delete the corresponding l2 columns in RkC1 and XkC1 (i.e., drop the corres-
ponding l2 converged systems); set p VD p − l2 (if p < 1, go to step 7).
EndDo
7. If there happen linearly dependent columns in C.k/ during the iteration, recover
these solutions according to (3.3).
Note that QCk and QUk in Algorithm 3.1 are denoted by C.k/ and U.k/ in Algorithm
3.2.
In the following, we extend some main theoretical results in Section 2 to cover
the BEN method with deflation. Assume deflation occurs at step k , We delete the
corresponding columns in some relevant block sequences. Then, after the deflation,
let current block size be p.k/.6 p/ and all the current block sequences be denoted
with a bar, e.g., NRk 2 Rnp.k/ denotes the current block residual containing those
columns of Rk that retained after deflation at step k . Thus, Algorithm 3.2 can be
equivalently, in exact computation, written as the following version (see the basic
algorithm in Section 2):
Ek D I − AHkI NU.k/ D HkEk NRkI NC.k/ D A NU.k/I
NVk D ETk NC.k/. NC.k/
T NC.k//−1: (3.4)
HkC1 D Hk C NU.k/ NV Tk I NXkC1 D NXk CHkC1 NRkI
NRkC1 D NB − A NXkC1: (3.5)
Similar to Theorem 2.1, we have:
Theorem 3.2. Assume Hk does not become singular. Let rank.Ek NRk/ D p.k/; i.e.;
Ek NRk has full rank of columns. Then, there hold:
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1. EkC1 D .I − Pk/E0; where Pk DPkiD0 NCi NCTi is the orthogonal projection onto
the space spanf NC0; NC1; : : : ; NCkg.
2. rank.EkC1/ D rank.Ek/− p.k/.
3. kEkkF decreases.
4. NRkC1 ? spanf NC0; NC1; : : : ; NCkg and Algorithm 3.2 gives the exact solution of (1.1)
in at most m steps, where integer m satisfies with p.0/C   C p.m− 1/ D
n; p.0/ D p. Moreover, HkC1 D A−1 for k < m.
5. One has NRkC1 D EkC1Ek NRk and
p.k C 1/ 6 p.k/: (3.6)
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows an exact fashion of Theorem 2.1 except
(3.6). As EkC1 NRkC1 D E2kC1Ek NRk/, (3.6) is true. 
Now, let us examine the singularity of Hk . Since NC.k/ D NCk Nk D EkAHk NRk D
AHkEk NRk (see (2.6)), we have
rank. NCk/ D rank. NC.k// D rank.Ek NRk/
if Hk is nonsingular. However, note that NCk 2 Rnp.k/ is of full rank of columns, so
Ek NRk 2 Rnp.k/ is of full rank of columns too. Thus, similar to Theorem 2.4, we
have:
Theorem 3.3. Assume Hk is nonsingular. Then HkC1; produced by (3.4) and (3.5),
is singular if and only if NCTk E0 NRk is singular.
The other theoretical results can also be extended to cover the BEN method with
deflation.
4. Numerical experiment
In this section, we provide experimental results of using the BEN method with de-
flation (Algorithm 3.2) to solve (1.1) and compare its performance with the standard
block GMRES method [13] (denoted by BGMRES). The algorithms were executed
on the basis of the number of iterations necessary to achieve kr.k/j k2=kbjk2 (or
k.k/j k2=kbjk2/ < r for j D 1; : : : ; p. The deflation tolerance on the linear de-
pendence was set by l D 10−10 in Algorithm 3.2; see (3.1). As soon as any of the
converged systems or linearly dependent systems had been detected, these systems
were deleted and did not participate in any further iteration. All codes were written in
Fortran, using 64-bit arithmatic. All the experiments were performed on a computer
of Intel Pentium 300 MHz.
Three experiments were performed for showing efficiency and robustness of the
BEN method with deflation. In Experiment 1, we compare the efficiency of BEN and
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BGMRES by exhibiting the number of iterations to convergence for test problems
with different block sizes p. In Experiment 2, we show the convergence histories of
two methods with the deflation due to the converged systems. In Experiment 3, we
demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of Algorithm 3.2 in handling the deflation
due to the linear dependence. All the experiments were based on the following five
test problems.
Problem P1 [15]. We consider the partial differential equation
−uxx − uyy C .ux C uy/ D f . > 0/ (4.1)
on the unit square with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. The five-point
centered difference is used to discretize (4.1) on 31 31 grid with mesh size h D
1=32 and natural ordering. The resulting linear system has a nonsymmetric coeffi-
cient matrix A of order n D 961. Notice that for  6 2 all of the eigenvalues of A
are real and for  > 2 they are all complex. For this problem, we set r D 10−7 and
H0 D 1=6I .
The following test problems were taken from [8,18]. These matrices are of the
form A D SDS−1 with A; S;D of order n D 1000. The matrix S is selected to be
S D
266664
1  0
1
.
.
.
.
.
. 
0 1
377775 :
In these problems, we set  D 0:9; r D 10−10 and H0 D 1=500I ; see [18].
Problem P2. Let
D D diag.1; 2; : : : ; 1000/:
The matrix A has the eigenvalues 1; 2; : : : ; 1000.
Problem P3. Let
D D diag.0:01; 0:02; 0:03; 0:04; 5; 6; : : : ; 1000/:
Thus, matrix A has four very small eigenvalues.
Problem P4. Let
D D diag.−1;−2;−3;−4; 5; 6; : : : ; 1000/:
The matrix A has four negative eigenvalues.
Problem P5. Let
D D diag.D1; 5; 6; : : : ; 1000/:
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Table 1
Amount of work of BEN.k/ and BGMRES.2k/
BEN.k/ BGMRES.2k/
A-products 2kp 2kp
H0- products 2kp 2kp
Multiplication .3k2 C 7=2k/p2 .2k/2p2
QR decomposition k 2k
Least squared problem 0 2k
where
D1 D
2664
1 1
1 1
1 1
1
3775 :
Hence, the matrix A is defective with a Jordan block of order 4.
In order to compare the efficiency of BEN and BGMRES, we need an estimate
for the amount of work in each method. For obvious reason (cf. (2.3) or [18]), we
list in Table 1 the amount of work requirement for k steps of BEN and 2k steps of
BGMRES for a fixed block size p.
Remark. The multiplication is for n-dimensional vectors. The QR decomposition is
for an n p matrix. The least squares problem at the 2kth iterative step of BGMRES
is with a .2k C 1/p  2kp block upper Hessenburg matrix, so with the increase of k,
the work amount for solving this problem is not small.
Experiment 1. In this experiment, we compare the efficiency of BEN and BGMRES
by exhibiting the numbers of iterations to convergence for five test problems with
different block sizes p . The deflation does not occur when the right-hand sides were
chosen as
B1 D Tb1; : : : ; bpU; where bj D Auj and
uj D .1; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0| {z }
j−1
/T
for j D 1; : : : ; p; and the initial value was chosen as X0 D RAND.n; p/, where
function RAND creates a random matrix of dimension n p with values uniformly
distributed in T−1; 1U. The experimental results for five test problems are given in
Tables 2 and 3.
It appears from Tables 2 and 3 that roughly 2k steps of BGMRES are compar-
able with k steps of BEN not only for p D 1 (see [18]) but also for different p. In
addition, notice that for Problem 3, the matrix A has very small eigenvalues, which
means that the condition number of A; 1.A/ D n=1 is very large. It will cause
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Table 2
Number of iterations to convergence for P1 with different  and different p
 1 32 200
p 1 5 10 20 1 5 10 20 1 5 10 20
BEN 45 33 25 19 36 31 27 22 46 44 35 27
BGMRES 88 64 48 36 71 60 51 39 85 75 60 41
Table 3
Number of iterations to convergence for P2–P5 with different p
Problem Method p D 1 p D 5 p D 10 p D 20
P2 BEN 98 48 35 24
BGMRES 177 87 61 40
P3 BEN 148 54 36 26
BGMRES 264 94 65 43
P4 BEN 103 49 34 24
BGMRES 184 86 58 40
P5 BEN 100 49 34 23
BGMRES 197 85 57 40
the convergence rate of GMRES to slow down as the rate depends on the factor
1.A/ (see [13]). However, for the block GMRES method with block size p, the rate
depends on the factor p.A/ D n=p (see [16]). Our experimental results confirm
this property by comparing the number of iterations to convergence for P2 and P3 in
Table 3. With the block size p increasing, the convergence rate of BGMRES for P3
becomes more and more close to the rate for P2. Here, the point we want to mention
is that BEN also shares this property, which can be seen in Table 3.
In order to better appreciate the cost of two methods for solving the test problems,
we present in Table 4 the amount of work for P1 with  D 32 and for P3 based on
the number of iterations to convergence in Table 3 and the amount of work in Table
1, but not including the amount of performing the QR decomposion and solving the
least squares problem.
Remark. The number in parenthesis indicates the cost of A-products, while the
number out of the parentheses indicates the cost of multiplication.
For the BGMRES method, we should count the cost of solving the least squared
problem when p and 2k become large. For example, for P3 with p D 20, when
2k D 43, the order of least squares problem will be 880 860 and the cost is great.
The quantitative comparison of the experiments shows that the BEN method is com-
parable with the BGMRES method.
Experiment 2. In this experiment, we demonstrate that our algorithm has the ability
to handle the deflation due to the converged systems. The right-hand sides B and ini-
tial blockX0 were respectively chosen asB2 D RAND.n; p/ andX0 D RAND.n; p/
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Table 4
The cost of BEN and BGMRES for P1 with  D 32 and for P3
Problem Method p D 1 p D 5 p D 10 p D 20
Mul.(A-pro.) Mul.(A-pro.) Mul.(A-pro.) Mul.(A-pro.)
P1 BEN 4014 (72) 74,787 (310) 228,150 (540) 611,600 (880)
( D 32/ BGMRES 5041 (71) 90,000 (300) 260,100 (510) 608,400 (780)
P3 BEN 66,230 (296) 223,425 (540) 401,400 (720) 847,600 (1040)
BGMRES 69,696 (264) 220,900 (470) 422,500 (650) 739,600 (860)
Table 5
The convergence histories of BEN and BGMRES with deflation for P1
 Method p D 1 p D 5 p D 10 p D 20
BEN 40 24 (2), 26 (1), 17 (1), 19 (2), 20 (3) 12 (2), 14 (1), 15 (6),
1 28 (1), 31 (1) 21 (1), 22 (1), 24 (2) 16 (6), 17 (2), 18 (3)
BGMRES 77 45 (1), 46 (1), 31 (1), 35 (1), 36 (2), 24 (1), 25 (1), 27 (3),
47 (2), 48 (1) 37 (4), 38 (2) 28 (4), 29 (9), 30 (2)
BEN 34 28 (2), 23 (1), 24 (4), 17 (1), 18 (1), 19 (9),
32 29 (3) 25 (2), 26 (3) 20 (2,6), 21 (1)
BGMRES 68 56 (3), 46 (2), 47 (2), 35 (5), 36 (6)
57 (2) 48 (5), 49 (1) 37 (9)
to make the different convergence rate of each linear system with a different right-
hand side bj . We list in Tables 5 and 6 the convergence histories of BEN with
deflation for P1 and for P2–P3 with different block sizes p by showing the number
of iterations to convergence for each linear system. As a comparison, we also list the
convergence histories of BGMRES.
Remark. The number, without an underline, in parenthesis indicates the number of
converged systems to be dropped at some iterative step, which is indicated by the
number out of that parentheses; while the number with an underline in parenthesis
indicates the number of linearly dependent systems to be detected and deleted at
some iterative step. For example, on the second row (for BEN) and the 5th column
(forp D 10) in Table 5, at the 17th, 19th, 20th and the 21th iterative step, one system,
two systems, three systems and one system converge and then are dropped respect-
ively; at 22nd step, one linearly dependent system is detected and deleted; finally, at
the 24th step, last two systems converge. The numbers in Tables 7 and 8 have the
same meanings.
The experimental results show that the deflations due to the converged systems
occur still roughly at the 2kth step of BGMRES, compared with the deflation at the
kth step of BEN.
Experiment 3. In this experiment, we show that our algorithm can handle correctly
the deflation due to the linear dependence in block sequences C.k/. In order to pro-
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Table 6
The convergence history of BEN and BGMRES with deflation for P2 and P3
Problem Method p D 1 p D 5 p D 10 p D 20
BEN 103 50 (1), 51 (2), 36 (7), 24 (2), 25 (17),
P2 52 (2) 37 (3) 26 (1)
BGMRES 174 89 (1), 91 (1), 66 (4), 67 (5), 44 (3), 45 (11),
92 (3) 68 (1) 46 (6)
BEN 151 55 (2), 56 (3), 38 (2), 39 (6), 25 (7), 26 (2,7),
P3 40 (2) 27 (4)
BGMRES 261 95 (1), 96 (1), 70 (2), 71 (3), 47 (5), 48 (10),
97 (2), 98 (1) 72 (5) 49 (5)
Table 7
Deflation and convergence history of BEN for P1 with B3IX0 D 0 and X0 D RAND
 X0 p D 1 p D 4 p D 5 p D 10
X0 D 0 44 9 (1), 20 (1), 0 (1), 9 (1), 20 (1), 0 (6), 9 (1), 20 (1),
1 31 (1), 40 (1) 31 (1), 40 (1) 31 (1), 40 (1)
X0 D RAND 45 34 (1), 36 (3), 29 (1), 32 (3), 23 (1), 24 (2), 25 (1),
33 (1) 26 (4), 27 (2)
200 X0 D 0 44 41 (4) 0 (1), 41 (4) 0 (6), 41 (4)
X0 D RAND 45 46 (4) 43 (5) 34 (10)
duce necessary linear dependences, we now solve the linear system with a right-hand
side function,
Ax.t/ D b.t/;
where A is taken from Problem 1, b.t/ D a0 C ta1 C t2a2 C t3a3, and a0; a1; a2; a3
are some linearly independent vectors [1]. In our experiment, a0 D .1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0;
0; 1; : : :/T; a1 D .0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; : : :/T; a2 D .0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1;
: : :/T and a3 D .0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1; : : :/T were selected. Let B3 D Tb1;
: : : ; bpU, where bj D b.tj /, and tj D 1C 0:1.j − 1/ for j D 1; : : : ; p. Thus we ob-
tain the linear system with the multiple right-hand sides B3. Notice rank.B3/ D 4.
X0 D 0 and X0 D RAND.n; p/ were chosen, respectively. When X0 D 0, by Al-
gorithm 3.2, we have .0/ D .I − AH0/R0 D .I − AH0/B3. So, rank.C.0// D rank
. .0// 6 rank.B3/ D 4, which should be detected at the first step in our algorithm.
This is true; see the experimental results on the 5th and the 6th columns for X0 D 0
in Table 7. As soon as these linearly dependent systems are deleted, the deflation and
the convergence history of the remaining systems keep the same history of the linear
system only with the four right-hand sides, i.e., p D 4.
For X0 D RAND.n; p/, in general, C.0/ is not necessary to be defective, so the
linear dependence in C.k/ probably occurs later, or probably does not occur during
the iterative process; see the results for X0 D RAND in Table 7. In that case, the
amount of work, of course, is greater than the amount forX0 D 0.
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Table 8
Deflation and convergence history of BEN for P1 with B1IX0 D 0
 p D 1 p D 5 p D 10
1 45 22 (1), 24 (1), 14 (1), 15 (1), 17 (1), 19 (1),
33 (1), 35 (2) 22 (1), 27 (1), 29 (2), 32 (2)
200 46 37 (2), 38 (2), 28 (1), 29 (2), 30 (2), 31 (1),
46 (1) 32 (2), 33 (1), 42 (1)
In the following test, the right-hand side B was again chosen as B1 in Experiment
1 but the initial block X0 was chosen as X0 D 0. In this situation, each right-hand
side bj is ‘close’, i.e., B1 is nearly ‘defective’. So, the deflations due to the linear
dependence in C.k/ probably occur at the early stage. We list the experimental results
in Table 8. As a comparison, when X0 D RAND.n; p/ was chosen in Experiment 1,
no linear dependence in C.k/ occurred during the iterative process; see the results in
Table 2. It could be concluded by our experiments that if the right-hand side B is
nearly defective, the initial blockX0 D 0 is a better choice. In that case, the deflations
caused by the linear dependence in C.k/ probably occur at the early stage, which will
save the amount of work.
From our experimental results, we conclude that the BEN method seems to be
an interesting method for solving nonsymmetric systems with multiple right-hand
sides because it is comparable with the BGMRES method. The BEN method with
the deflation procedure is efficient and robust, which can handle correctly varying
block sizes by deflation during the iterative process.
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